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March Movies

Seward Memorial Library postponed the Mid-Week
Movies scheduled for late March and April. These
newly released DVDs will be added to the coming
May schedule if we return to normal
hours. Then watch for “Bombshell,”
a provocative true story about
American women anchors in the
news network. “Richard Jewell”
is another powerful film based
on a 1996 bomb discovery at
the Atlanta Games. The historic
“1917” Oscar nominated movie
will be shown along with the new
selections for May. All movies
begin at 1:15 p.m. Friends and
snacks are welcome.

Thank Heavens for the Drive-Up
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Seward Memorial Library added a unique feature
to the new building plans 17 years ago. Unlike
many libraries our library has a drawer in the north
wall so patrons can pick up materials at the driveup window. This location in the alley has
become a treasure for patrons who do
not want their service interrupted
during times we are closed to
the public. The staff has been
kept busy taking phone
orders and checking online
reserves so they can deliver
library materials through the
drawer. Thank you patrons,
for making use of the library
during these unknown times and allowing us to
continue to be a part of your lives.

What Will Everyone in Seward be Reading
this Summer?

The annual Book Review BINGO in April is canceled.
Everyone who attended the Book Review BINGO
party would have heard the announcement of the
2020 All Seward Reads Together title. Since 2004,
the community reads a book together during the
summer and fall months. The library hosts a variety
of programs in conjunction with topics presented in
the book. The finale is a community book discussion
and often the author has been involved. Watch for
the announcement in the April newsletter and plan
to join in the literary adventure with local readers.

Your Library Card has Many Uses Online

Your library card plus an online password you
create are all that is needed to access Overdrive,
a collection of e-books and audio books. These
books can be checked out from anywhere and do
not require a trip to the library.
Don’t be afraid to go paperless
during these changing times.
Contact the library for assistance!

We are thinking of you! The staff has raised
the number of book titles (not DVDs) which
you may reserve to a limit of 15 so you can
continue to read at home.
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Time in the Library Led Me to a Treasure:
a Personal Story

This past fall Seward Memorial Library hosted an
afternoon “Trash or Treasure” program with popular
appraiser Tom Bassett. Patrons were encouraged
to bring in keepsakes for a free appraisal.
Unfortunately, Tom became ill just hours before
his program and he asked a friend to fill in for
him at the last moment. Daniel Benes, owner
of Timeless Treasures in Lincoln, came to the
rescue. Many old, unusual and very unique
items were brought in by patrons for him to
examine. I brought in my grandparents’
china Ansonia mantel clock from around
1900. Daniel looked it over, commenting
on how valuable this clock was and
mentioned that it was unfortunate the original
works had been replaced with an electric motor.
He also revealed that he had a fond interest in
old clocks and had done restoration projects with
some pieces like mine in the past.
My husband made a mental note of his statements
and when the holidays came he asked if he could
take my family heirloom to Daniel. In March I got
my Christmas/birthday gift back from the antique
shop. It is now showing off not only a new face,
but a new voice as well! The silent china clock is
now sharing messages every thirty minutes and
I am trying to give it a spot in my home where it
gets all of the attention and admiration it waited
decades to receive. Thank you Seward Memorial
Library for hosting a program which led my family
on the unexpected path to uncovering a treasure
in my home.
- Charlotte Baldinger

The library will be closed on
Sunday, April 12 for Easter.

If you have Spring Fever we have a remedy
for you … we are making our Fit4Seward
collection available now! Reserve your
favorites today!
Thanks for Joining Us

There were over 45 people watching “It’s
a Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood”
and “Harriet” a few weeks ago. The
staff appreciates your response to
our recent movie selections! It is
encouraging to see regular faces
enjoying library activities. Many chairs
were full when Joanne and Dave
Neeley shared their adventures
in Mexico. They gave a personal
account of their experiences
as home owners in another
country and added warm
stories about their friends and
neighbors who have welcomed
them into their culture. The library
hosted another trip, this time to South
Africa, narrated by Dawn Navis. She
revealed a different aspect of this
far off place when she opened her
heart with accounts of children
without homes. The last Sunday
afternoon program in March featured
homicides in our county’s past revealed
by local researcher Dr. Jerry Pfabe. Familiar
names were discovered to be characters in the
stories which made the news and were woven into
our county’s legal development. We look forward
to seeing familiar patrons return in future months
and we encourage more people to take advantage
of future opportunities that will be offered to enrich
your library experience.
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FICTION BOOKS COMING SOON

After Sundown
by Linda Howard &
Linda Jones

Afterlife
by Julia Alvarez

The Book of
Longings
by Sue Monk Kidd

The Book of Lost
Friends
by Lisa Wingate

Call of the Raven
by Wilbur Smith

Camino Winds
by John Grisham

Dead Land
by Sara Paretsky

Deep in the
Alaskan Woods
by Karen Harper

Devoted
by Dean Koontz

Fearless
by Fern Michaels

Hidden Salem
by Kay Hooper

Long Range
by C.J. Box

Masked Prey
by John Sandford

One Fatal Flaw
by Anne Perry

Redhead by the
Side of the Road
by Anne Tyler

Revenge
by James Patterson
& Andrew Holmes

Sunrise on Half
Moon Bay
by Robyn Carr

The Talented
Mr. Varg
by Alexander
McCall Smith

Walk the Wire
by David Baldacci

The Wedding Dress
by Danielle Steel
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NON-FICTION BOOKS COMING SOON

Coffeeland
by Augustine
Sedgewick

Dress Your Best
Life
by Dawnn Karen

Hiding in Plain
Sight
by Sarah Kendzior

The House
of Kennedy
by James Patterson
& Cynthia Fagen

In Deep
by David Rohde

Ingredients
by George Zaidan

Joy at Work
by Marie Kondo

Mind Over Weight
by Ian K. Smith, M.D

The Money Tree
by Chris Guillebeau

Think Like a
Rocket Scientist
by Ozan Varol

The Wellness
Remodel
by Christina
Anstead & Cara
Clark

The What to Eat
When Cookbook
by Michael Roizen M.D.,
Michael Crupain, M.D.,
M.P.H., & Jim Perko,
Sr., CEC, AAC

Yogi
by Jon Pessah

100 Techniques
by America’s Test
Kitchen

About Your Father
by Peggy Rowe

Five Days
by Wes Moore

Hidden Valley Road
by Robert Kolker

In the Waves
by Rachel Lance

Navigate Your Stars
by Jesmyn Ward

The Buy Nothing Get
Everything Plan
by Liesl Clark &
Rebecca Rockefeller
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